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The crystal structures of aluminosilicate-sodalites:
X-ray diffraction studies and computer modelling
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ABSTRACT. X-ray powder methods have been used to
study the room-temperature structures of the synthetic
sodalites: Lis(AI6Si60z4)Clz, K7.6Nao.4(AI6Si60z4)Clz,
and Nas(AI6Si60z4)lz. Natural sodalite was also studied
and the atomic coordinates show satisfactory agreement
with those determined from the single-crystal data of
Lons and Schulz (1967). The LiCI- and KCI- as well as
the NaCI-sodalites refined in the expected sodalite space
group P43n, but the Nal-sodalite fitted 143m better. The
resulting structural data reveal shortcomings in the
previous computer models for sodalite structures and an
improved computer modelling procedure is devised which
successfully predicts atomic coordinates, starting from
the experimental a value and an estimate of the cation-
anion distance. The method incorporates the experimen-
tal result that the average T -0 distance (T = AI, Si)
throughout the samplesis ~ 1.678A, and Si-O and AI-O
are set at 1.618 and 1.738 A, respectively. Although T-O
remains little changed throughout the samples, the data
confirm the inverse relationship between L T -0- T and
the tetrahedron tilt angle cp, in which L T -0- T ap-
proaches ~ 1600 as cp-+ 00 and the sodalite cage becomes
fully expanded.

PREVIOUS work on members of the sodalite family
(Henderson and Taylor, 1977, 1979a; Taylor and
Henderson, 1978; Dempsey and Taylor, 1980) has
been directed towards: (i) understanding the nature
of the bonding in framework structures, particu-
larly in respect of T -0 distances and T -0- Tangles
(T = AI, Si); (ii) interpreting the infra-red spectra
of framework structures and; (iii) interpreting the
thermal expansion behaviour of framework struc-
tures. However, each of the studies, to which
reference has been made, encountered problems
which could not be resolved without more struc-
tural data for sodalites, particularly aluminosilicate-
sodalites.
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The structural data required include T -0 dis-
tances, T -0- T angles and tilt angles <p for alumino-
silicate-sodalites showing a wide range of cell edge
and hence a wide degree of structural collapse (for
nomenclature see Taylor, 1972, and Dempsey and
Taylor, 1980). Such a range of aluminosilicate-
sodalites is available, in powder form, from earlier
studies (Henderson and Taylor, 1977). From these
powder samples, Lis(AI6Si60z4)Clz, Na8(A16
Si60z4)Clz, K7.6Nao.4(AI6Si60z4)Clz, and
Na8(AI6Si60z4)Iz were selected for the present
X-ray structural study. The structure of natural
sodalite, Na8(AI6Si60z4)Clz, has already been
determined by Pauling (1930) and refined by Lons
and Schulz (1967) who used single-crystal data, but
this mineral was included in the present study to
check the correspondence of powder and single
crystal results.

Once the powder studies were complete, it
proved possible to develop a computer model
enabling structural details to be calculated for each
sodalite simply from its unit-cell parameter a.

Experimental procedure. The specimen of
Nas(AI6Si60z4)Clz was a natural one, No. 19 of Taylor
(1967); the remaining specimens were the synthetic soda-
lites used in an earlier infra-red study (Henderson and
Taylor, 1977). Each powdered specimen was packed into
a glass capillary, 0.3 mm internal diameter, and a powder
X-ray diffraction film produced using Cu-K. radiation
and a Philips 114 mm diameter powder camera (Ievins-
Straumanis film mounting). To obtain intensity measure-
ments each film was scanned at 0.05 mm intervals along
the axis of the diffraction pattern using an automated
Joyce-Loebl microdensitometer. Digitized data obtained
on punched paper tape were loaded into computer files
on the joint ICL 1906A/CDC 7600 computer system of
the University of Manchester Regional Computer Centre
and processed by programmes in our MOLecular structure
programme LibrarY(MOLLY) to optical density read-
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ings at each step. Reflection peak areas were determined
by integration from the computer output and an average
taken of corresponding reflections on the two halves of
the X-ray pattern. The reflections were divided into
unique and non-unique sets. The intensity of each non-
unique reflection (a composite made up of components
with different Miller indices hkl) was split into the
intensities of its components in proportion to the ratios
of the intensities of the components calculated from an
initial estimate of the crystal structure (Beagley et al.,
1982). At stages through the structure refinement, the
ratios of the intensities of the components of the non-
unique reflections were redetermined from the partially-
refined parameters and used to re-divide the intensities
of the non-unique reflections into their component
reflections.

Because of the difficulty of determining space groups
from powder diffraction data, in preliminary least-squares
refinements of structural parameters it was initially
assumed that all the structures had the space group of
the mineral sodalite, P43n. The atomic scattering factors
used were for Sj2+, AI+, 0-, Na+, Li+, K+, Cl-, and
r (International Tables, 1974). Factors for partially
ionized Si, AI, and

°
were used to make some allowance

for covalency in the tetrahedral framework. Each unique
reflection was given unit weight. The weight given to each
component of a non-unique reflection was the reciprocal
of the number of components making up that non-unique
reflection, thereby giving unit weight, in total, to each
non-unique reflection. The calculated linear absorption
coefficients for the specimens were reduced by 30 % to
make an approximate allowance for the pore space
present in the specimen in the capillary. Isotropic tem-
perature factors were employed for each atom. Initially,
separate scale factors were used for the unique and
non-unique reflections, although ifthe method of process-
ing the latter succeeds they should be equal. In fact, the
individual scale factors were not significantly different so
that ultimately a single factor was used. The structural
determinations and refinement were carried out using the
X-ray Systems, Version of June 1972 (Technical Report
TR-I92 of the Computer Science Center, University of
Maryland, USA, June 1972). Because of correlation effects
the isotropic temperature factors of the Si and Al atoms
could not be refined separately and so were refined
together.

Nas(AI6Si60z4)Iz did not refine coherently in space
group P43n. During refinement, the coordinates of the
oxygen atom moved to x, x, z rather than x, y, z and the
F0 map in the region of the oxygen atom supported this
relationship. The equality of x and y shows that the AI,
Si-O bond lengths are equal suggesting that the Si and
AI sites are disordered and that the space group is 143m.
The structure refined more smoothly in 143m and the
agreement with experiment remained the same as for
P43n. The criteria of Hamilton (1965) support the adop-
tion of 143m because no reduction in the appropriate
residual is observed in the P43n refinement although there
is one extra variable. The isotropic temperature factors
for all the atoms in the I-sodalite structure were much
higher than those for the other sodalites with ordered
frameworks.

The single-crystal structural data of Lons and Schulz

(1967) for natural sodalite were also refined using the
X-ray System 1972, for comparison with our own struc-
tural analysis of powdered Nas(AI6Si60z4)Clz'

Results. Bond distances and angles for the soda-
lites studied are given in Table I. Unit cell
parameters a, atomic coordinates, isotropic tem-
perature factors, etc., are given in Table II. We
have chosen to present the data in this order so
as to facilitate comparison of measured atomic
parameters with those estimated using the model.

For natural sodalite [Nas(AI6Si60z4)ClzJ, the
atomic parameters of Lons and Schulz (1967) are
not significantly different from those of our own
refinement (Table II) using their data except for
the x-coordinate of the oxygen atom (z of Lons
and Schulz, 1967; note that x, y, z here are a cyclic
permutation of those of Lons and Schulz). This
slight difference, which results in shorter Si-O and
longer Al-O distances, may result from the use of
a different set of scattering factors and a different
refinement programme. The results of the refine-
ment using our powder data for natural sodalite are
in fair agreement (generally slightly greater than 20')
with the results for the single crystal determination
(Table lIb and Table I, columns 2 and 3). These
refinements demonstrate that the powder studies
are reasonably reliable.

The structures of Lis(AI6Si60z4)Clz, K7.6Na0.4
(AI6Si60z4)Clz and Nas(AI6Si60z4)Iz have not
been determined previously although they have
been modelled by Taylor and Henderson (1978)
and Dempsey and Taylor (1980). The C-A and
c-o distances calculated by the latter authors are
given in Table I for comparison with the observed
values (C = cavity cation, A = cavity anion). In all
cases (except that of the single crystal data, which
had been used as a constraint on the model) the
model c-o distances are smaller than the corre-
sponding observed values, and the model C-A
distances are greater than observed, particularly
for the lithium sodalite. This suggests that the
model calculations give poor cation coordinates.
The model c-o distances which fix the cation
coordinates, had been calculated as the sum of
ionic radii, and it is clear that this is a feature
of the earlier modelling which is unsatisfactory.
Furthermore, the model calculations recognized
only three oxygen near-neighbours (and one anion)
for each cation, whereas there are actually six
oxygen near-neighbours: three (for example in
sodalite itself) with C-O ~ 2.36A and three more
with C-O' ~ 3.08A (Table I). According to the
criteria of Brown and Shannon (1973) both types
of c-o distance have significant bond strengths
s(C-O) and s(C-O') which can be calculated from
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Table n. (bserved and calcula.ted atomic parameterJfD1' alumillOl3!11cate sodallteB

powder

(a)
Lia(A16Si6024JC12 ~ .. 8.447(2) 51: ~h!,!

B(0)-0.57(19), B(L1+j-1.2C7). B(Si,Al)..O.87(6), B(CI-J-1.5(1) 51:2

2.45(2)

2.681
2.09(2)

2.001
3.28(2)

3.84
(2)

115(1)
103(1)

2.730(3)

2.730
2.352(4)

2.351
3.690(7)

4.293(9)

115.1(2)

103.3(2)

2.104(5)

2.730

2.312 (6)

2.351
3.10(2)

4.30(2)
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102.5(5)
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£"'"0'
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4 x 0-0

2 x LOSio

f x LOSiO
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2 x LOAlO

4 x LOAIO
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T-O
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.£
;
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!!.

'"
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From De~Bey and Taylor, 1980

Each 6-ring has alternating A1-0-5i and 5i-O'-AI bridge. (.ee text).

Tilt anglesof tetrahedra.

2 x and 4 x indicate multiplicities. The fOr!llli!r refer to parll.fllSters
lying within 4-rings, the latter within 6-rings.

BOnd strengths (Bee text).
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a .. 8.879(2)i ~431!.
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pI B{O)"0.80(13), B(Na+)"2.30(16), B(5i,Al)"1.10(6), B(Cl-)2.7(2) i2

sc:B (0)..0. 76
(3),

B (Nil.+)-1.27
(5),

B (5i)..0.43
(4),

B (Cl-)-I. 69
(5)

B(Al)-0.44(5)

145.3(4)

3.1848 [5)
[c)

K7.6NaO.4(AI6Si60H)C12 ~ - 9.253{2) i !,i3!!

B(0)"0.53(26), B(I(+)-1.7(2), B(5i,Al)..0.80(9), B(Cl-)"'2.5(3) i2

16

"
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Data given for each sodalite: unit cell contents, cell edge II. , space

group, isotropic temperature factors B, oxygen coordinates (x,y,z),

cationcoordinate(x,x,x) and root mean square deviations. II X;"ray

results.IIITaylorandHenderson,1978,firstsetbasedon T~O.. 1.678 Sf,

second set allow.T-O to vary. III:DempseyandTaylor,1980.IVI computer

modelling, this work. For IIIOdeldata, r.m.s. dev. are calculated from

deviations from X-ray values. For X-ray results, r.m.s. dev. are

calculated,fromtheexperimentale.s.d.given in parenthesis.Other

coord,inate.' A- at (0,0,0), 5i at (t,o,j), Al at (O,*,!), etc.

p
-

powderdata, sc
-

single crystal data.

Calculatedwith a .. 8.870i.
Based on estimated S;-,A distance for 1(7.6NaO.4(A165i6024)C12 (Table III).
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the observed C-O lengths (see Table I). The six
oxygen neighbours all belong to the same '6-ring'
of six AI-O-Si bridges linked in a ring forming one
of the hexagonal faces of the basic sodalite frame-
work building unit.

Although the model calculations have the short-
comings described above, they are in fair agreement
with experiment with regard to the coordinates of
the oxygen atoms (which determine the geometry
of the Si04 and AI04 tetrahedra) except in the
case of K7.6Nao.4(AI6Si6024)CI2 which has the
largest a and the most expanded sodalite cage of
the samples studied. Despite this, the average Si,
AI-O distance T-O remains remarkably constant
throughout all the sodalites studied (see Table I).
Even the 1.668(6)A for Nas(AI6Si6024)I2 is not
significantly different from the 1.678 A regularly
adopted in the model calculations. The parameters
which measure the degree of structural collapse,
the AI-O-Si angle and the tilt angles </>, also show
good agreement with the model calculations.

Computer modelling. It has already been shown
that the use of ionic radii or predetermined C-O
distances in earlier models is unsatisfactory. In this
section we develop a modelling procedure without
any assumptions regarding C-O distances, but
using C-A distances calculated from the C-A
distances of other materials (see later). Our aim is
to calculate atomic coordinates given only the
experimental a value and a minimum of assump-
tions. Our treatments of framework geometry and
cation coordinates are independent.

(i) Framework geometry. With Si at t, 0, t
and Al at 0, t, t the following relationships give
the Si-O and AI-O distances t and t' in terms of
the oxygen coordinates x, y, z.

t2ja2= (X-W+y2+(Z-tf (1)

t'~2=~+~_~+~-tf ~
Subtraction leads to

x-y = 2(t'+t)(t'-t)ja2 (3)

Equations (1)-(3) are exact. Following Koch and
Hellner (1981), but making the coordinate trans-
formation appropriate to our choice of coordinate
system, we note that the following relation holds
for sodalites with ideal tetrahedra and ideal oxygen
coordinates Xi> Xi' Zi'

8(t-Xi)2_8(t-Zi)2 = 1 (4)

Even in space group 143m, which requires oxygen
coordinates of the form x, x, z, equation (4) is
approximate because it presupposes exactly tetra-
hedral O-T-O angles. However, the approxima-
tion is good for Nas(AI6Si6024)I2' in 143m, because
the observed 0- T -0 angles are within 0.20 of the
tetrahedral angle (coI. 5 in Table I). For sodalites

for which this approximation is valid, solution of
equations (4) and (1), with Yi = Xi' gives a satis-
factory value for Xi: i.e.

Xi = t-tJ3!a (5)
in our coordinate system, and thence Zi from (4).
In (5), ti is the mean (and ideal) T-O distance. With
ti taken as 1.678 A (seeabove)good agreement with
experiment is obtained for the oxygen coordinates
of Nas(AI6Si6024)I2; see final column of Table lIed).
(Agreement is even better with ti = 1.668A, the
experimental value from Table I.)

We applied (5) and thence (4) to the other
sodalites we have studied and found fair agreement
of Zi with experiment. However, the calculated Xi
were generally intermediate between the observed
X and y values, usually rather nearer to y than x.
To move towards a treatment applicable in space
group P43n, we shall define Xi as a weighted mean
of X and y:

X+wy
Xi =

1+ w

where w is a weighting parameter. We shall also
take Zi to represent the observed Z coordinate (i.e.
Z = Z;).Equation (4) now becomes

8[t-(x+wy)j(1 +w)]2-8(t-Z)2 = 1 (7)

(6)

in which w is an adjustable parameter.
In space group P43n, the oxygen coordinates x,

y, Zare the solutions of the non-linear simultaneous
equations (1), (3), and (7). We have used a Com-
modore 4032 microprocessor to solve these equa-
tions by an iterative method. The data required
for the calculation are the experimental a for the
sodalite and estimates of the Si-O and AI-O bond
lengths t and t'. After inspection ofthe experimental
values of t and t', paying particular attention to
the single-crystal results, we chose (for all calcula-
tions) to use t = 1.618 A and t' = 1.738A which
maintains ti at 1.678 A. The calculation of x, y, and
Z proceeds as follows, and may be carried out for
a selection of values of w. An initial value of X is
selected and used to obtain a corresponding value
of y from (3) and thence a corresponding value of
Z from (7). These x, y, and Z values are substituted
into the right-hand side of equation (1) and the
result compared with t2ja2. Iteration of X is then
initiated to improve the agreement, and (using
successively smaller x-increments) an accurate value
for X is found which, via (3) and (7), satisfies (1).

We have tried a selection of values for the
adjustable parameter w, and found that reasonable
agreement can be obtained between calculated x,
y, and Zvalues and the observed values, with w = 5
throughout; see the columns labelled IV in Table II.

(ii) Cation coordinates. The cations are situated



Table III Cation-anion and cation-oxygen distances (R) in alurninosilicatesodalites fS(A16Si6OZ4)Az

.f-A .f-O ~-Ol

~expt.l IIIZ IVZ expt. III IV expt. IV

LiCl 2.45(2) 2.681 2.436 2.09(2) 2.001 2.098 3.19(3) 3.164

NaCl 2.704(5) 2.730 2.707 2.372(6) 2.351 2.362 3.083(9) 3.082

KC13 3.059 3.032 2.711 2.723 2.884

K7. 6NaO. 4Cl 3.007(5) 3.0164 2.747(12) 2.729 2.90(2) 2.888

NaI 3.089(5) 3.117 3.113 2.383(8) 2.351 2.342 3.01(1) 3.040
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at sites of the type x, x, x. If the cation coordinate
is denoted as Xc, its relationship with the C-A
distance is

Thus Xc may be calculated using the experimental
a value and an estimate of the C-A distance. To
obtain the latter, the method of Beagley (1975) was
employed, in which the estimate is made by inter-
polation between the experimental values for the
C-A distance in gaseous monomeric CA molecules
and the C-A distance in the appropriate crystalline
alkali halide. The interpolation procedure uses the
equations of Brown and Shannon (1973). The bond
strength of the C-A bond is t in the sodalites,
owing to the regular tetrahedral coordination
around the A - ions. The values of Xc obtained by
means of (8) are given in Table II (co!. IV). The
good agreement between the observed and calcu-
lated values of Xc, particularly for the Li-sodalite,
implies that our estimation of the C-A distance
is much more reliable than the estimated c-o
distances used in the earlier models.

At attempt has been made in Table II to give a
measure of the agreement between model and
experiment by calculating the root mean square
deviation of the model oxygen and cation co-
ordinates from their observed values. Also given
(co!. I) is the experimental r.m.s. estimated standard
deviation a for the four observed parameters of
each sample. For the four sodalites (a-d, Table II)
the r.m.s. deviations from experiment of the model
coordinates of the present work (co!. IV) are
respectively about a, 2a, 3a, and 3a. The best
agreement for the earlier models (cols. II and III)
are about 4a, 2a, 4a, and 3a, showing that the
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(8)

present model is in general slightly better than the
earlier ones.

Discussion. The present modelling procedure
neither depends on atomic radii nor predetermined
C-O distances, but relies instead on C-A distances
which are easier to estimate because the C-A bond
strength is precisely t. The present method pro-
vides independent calculations for framework co-
ordinates and cation coordinates. Its success
demonstrates that the configuration adopted by the
aluminosilicate framework is fixed by the a value
and a tendency to adopt near ideal Si04 and AI04
tetrahedra, rather than by the need to adopt precise
C-O distances. However, the a distance itself must
be fixed by the requirements of the AC4 tetrahedron.
From Table I it can be deduced that the total bond
strength around the cations is unity, made up of
s(C-A)=t and 3[s(C-0)+s(C-0')]. It is the
combined C-O and C-O' strength which is about
2, not the strength of the C-O bond alone.

In Table III, the calculated C-A, C-O, and C-O'
distances of the Dempsey and Taylor (1980) model
and the present model are compared with the
experimental values. For the chloride sodalites in
P43n, the estimates of the present model show the
better agreement with experiment, in every case.
For the potassium-containing sodalite the agree-
ment is further improved when allowance is made
for the small amount of sodium also present. In
the case of Nas(A16Si60z4)lz, in 143m, models III
and IV reproduce the experimental values equally
well; to improve agreement for this sodalite it is
necessary to use the shorter T -0 distance of
1.668 A in the calculations.

The poor agreement between model and experi-
mental oxygen coordinates for K7.6Nao.4(AI6Si6

Powder studies.

Calculated distances. III: Dempsey and Taylor, 1980. IV: this work.

Based on ~ for K7.6NaO.4(A16Si6024)C12'

(7.6 K-Cl + 0.4 Na-Cl)/8. For corresponding corrected x~, see Table II.
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024)C12 persists and appears to manifest itself in
distortion of the Si04 and AI04 tetrahedra which
the present model cannot reproduce; all other
experimental parameters agree well with the
values obtained in the model calculations. It is
unfortunate that of the X-ray films studied, those
for this sodalite had the poorest quality. This is
reflected in the higher residual, R, and the much
higher errors for the oxygen coordinates, but not
in the error in the x-coordinates of the heavy
potassium atom. It is believed that this lower
quality and precision is reflected in the poorer
agreement between the observed framework geo-
metry and that predicted by the model. This
sodalite is of special interest because of its large a
value of 9.253 A. It has the most expanded sodalite
cage of those studied [</>(mean) = 8.3° and LSi-
O-AI = 155.4° (Table I)] and thus the largest
z-coordinate, 0.4786. It therefore belongs to the
Dirichlet domain type 2.2 (Koch and Hellner, 1981)
whereas the other, more collapsed, sodalites
studied belong to type 2.3 because their z-
coordinates are less than the limiting value of
0.4613. The potassium-containing sodalite con-
trasts further with the others in the behaviour of
its C-O and C-O' distances; the latter differ by
only about 0.15A which corresponds to a strength
difference of only 0.035 (Table I). In the other
sodalites studied, the strength differences between
the C-O and C-O' distances are all c. 0.15. (As
noted above, however, the total strength is c. t in
all cases.)

Although at the outset of the present study one
of the main concerns was to establish a relationship
between T -0 distances and T -0- T angles, the
X-ray results, coupled with the computer model-
ling, suggest that the T-0 distance tj remains little
changed at 1.678A throughout the sodalites
examined, except perhaps that 1.668 A is a better
estimate in the 143m case. The structural refinement
of NaiA16Si6024)I2 in 143m implies disordered Si
and Al sites, which seems unlikely when other
sodalites, with closely similar chemistry, have
ordered arrangements (P43n). However, a similar
situation appears to exist regarding the structure
of nosean (Schulz and Saalfeld, 1965) in relation
to haiiyne (Lohn and Schulz, 1968). The much
higher isotropic temperature factors of all the
atoms in Na8(AI6Si6024)I2 suggest a form of
positional disorder, possibly as a result of super-
structure. Unfortunately, this aspect of the work

cannot be taken further by the experimental tech-
niques used here. In this context it should be noted
that most of the aluminate-sodalites are not
cubic despite their simple chemical compositions
(Depmeier, 1979; Henderson and Taylor, 1979b).
It seems likely, therefore, that the structure deter-
mined for Na§(AI6Si6024)I2 is the 'averaged' struc-
ture of the 9 A cubic pseudocell.

The results clearly show that, as expected, the
tilt angle, </>,decreases and the T -0- Tangle
increases as the cavity ions increase in size and
that the T -0- T angle is the dominant structural
variable of the sodalite framework in relation to
compositional, and perhaps thermal, expansion.
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